
COP 23 RINGO Notes  
 
APA Informal Meetings on Item 6 – Global Stocktake  
 
Tuesday, November 8, 2017; 4:15pm 
 
Manjana Milkoreit, Purdue University 
  
Co-facilitators: 
Richard Muyungi (Tanzania) 
Outi Honkatukia, Chief Negotiator of Finland 
  
-        14 submissions from parties, rich in content 
-        Roundtable on 11/5 
-        Today: oral reflections on roundtable 
-        Then share co-facilitators plans for organization of the session 
  
Roundtable: 

-        Morning: 5 ice breaker presentation 
-        Then focused on enhancing 3 operational models included in note from co-facilitators 

of APA 1-3 
-        Afternoon simulated a complete global stocktake session from start to finish 
-        Differences between models became clearer 
-        Identified commonalities: activities people want to undertake are similar, even if 

process proposals differ 
-        Keep an eye on Talanoa Dialogue à lessons for GST 
-        Mandate to discuss certain topics 

  
Roundtable Reflections: 
 
Philippines for G77 & China 

-        Not reflections, but views on GST 
-        Recall: comprehensive, transparent and comprehensive nature 

o    Should include mitigation, adaptation and MOI (links between action and 
support) 

-        Importance to highlight Loss and Damage for developing countries, as well as 
impacts of response measures 

 
EU 

-        RT was a success 
-        APA contact group as encouragement to look at modalities/inputs 
-        Template: interesting tool, not model, but helpful for identifying options – encourage 

others to make use of that template 
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-        Encouraged by submissions 
  
Canada 

-        Useful to continue with the same mode of work 
-        Building on mode of work during RT, suggests mode of work for the session: 

o    Considering building blocks for guidance, starting with modalities, then moving 
to inputs 
o    Useful to have a discussion about principle of equity and how it relates to GST; 
frame discussion around 3 questions 

● How do parties define 
● In relation to inputs, how does equity apply? 
● What does application of equity mean in practical terms? 

-        Three models of GST was useful for the RT, the informal consultations should focus 
on commonalities and convergence 

  
Norway 

-        Commonalities emerged – just different language to talk about similar things; need to 
respect on reflect on areas where we have different views 
-        Structure work around building blocks 

  
India 

-        Many divergences 
-        Talanoa Dialogue is actually the Facilitative Dialogue – need to figure out how that 

link is understood 
-        Crux of FD is on action now; GST is a different concept altogether; we’d be 

stretching the link too much 
-        Need to think about timeline: people want to start GST in 2021, but action for NDCs 

will not have happened 
o    Need to ensure that NDC actions have been launched and completed 

-        Equity – SA and Brazil had suggestions 
o    Leadership of the developed countries must be manifested 

-        Model: put elements in different places and see how it works out Switzerland (EIG) 
-        Options on the table now could be merged 

  
Brazil (ARG, URG) 

-        Agree with India- many divergences, but can be fixed in neg process 
-        Use similar process like breakout group: 

o    Use template to identify building blocks 
-        Alternative: Be guided by the outcome of the outcome 

o    Should not be a name-and-shame exercise (individual focus), but should be 
collective exercise to inform updating of NDCs 

-        Is a political guidance – informing NDCs 
-        Equity is important and needs attention 
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China 

-        Welcome view from G77 
-        Procedural issues were discussed, but that’s only part of the problem 
-        Other issues (e.g., outcome and equity) have not yet been tackled 
-        Use parties submissions to approach this work 
-        Have limited time 

  
Saudi Arabia (Arab Group) 

-        Would like to move forward 
-        RT did not cover everything 
-        Need to address global goals and MOI 
-        Take account of countries most affected by response measures 
-        Equity is very important 
-        Must also touch upon all convergence and divergence areas 

  
Ghana 

-        Aligns with G77 
-        Template and focus on building blocks was useful 
-        We need more time 
-        Equity is important for us – hope we get more time to discuss this 

  
NZ 

-        Reference to India 
-        Link to Talanoa: 
-        Equity: all agree that it needs to be there; we disagree what it means, where and how 

it will be reflected in the GST 
-        3 areas of divergence 

o    equity 
§  Supports questions posed by Canada (meaning, process, practice) 
§  Driving anxiety 

o    Outcome/ what will it deliver 
§  Shall inform parties in enhancing NDCs in nationally determined 
manner 
§  People seem worried that national determination could be undermined 
by outcomes – unnecessary 
§  Output: how can an output (paper) inform national NDC updates 

· Address collective implementation 
· Collective achievement 
· Inform future action (input for parties, help inform their 
national determination 
· Can be recommendations etc, 

o    Level of detail 
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§  Can have additional building blocks for inputs and outputs 
§  Be careful with language (e.g., don’t call stg a report) to no prejudge 
negotiation results 

-        Have discussion on equity (alleviate anxiety) 
-        Then look at overall process 
-        Then go a level of detail down from that 
-        Currently we are getting hung up on things we don’t need to discuss yet 
-        RT: Secretariat presented a diagram that was contentious; would like to have the 

Secretariat take another shot at that (take it a level up) 
  
Australia 

-        RT was useful for establishing commonality in visions for GST 
-        Can continue to work with template and building blocks, maybe reduce the number 

now and expand the number later again 
  
Maldives (AOSIS) 

-        Supports G77 statement 
-        GST should be a measure of where we are and where we should be going – achieve 

long-term goals 
-        Use qualitative and quantitative data and best available data, esp. IPCC 
-        Help enhance action towards long-term goals 
-        Loss and Damage of particular importance – barometer of overall effect of NDCs 

  
Costa Rica (AILAC) 

-        Align with G77 & China 
-        Crucial feature of PA – ambition mechanism 
-        Regret that there will be no informal note on RT 
-        Agree that we should start with the outcome of the GST to structure the process 

  
Japan 

-        Useful to ask what different proposals mean in practice 
  
Iran 

-        Principle of Equity very important, should be applied in every aspect 
-        Principle of CBDR also 
-        Historical responsibility 
-        Access to sustainable development 
-        Needs and priorities of developing countries 
-        Balance all aspects of the PA (including MOI and support – are indispensable) 
-        Nationally determined nature of NDCs, recognize difficulties of the parties, barriers to 

implementation 
-        Should not be a multi-year process: one year is adequate 

o    Info gathering could be started earlier 
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-        Outcomes should not be prescriptive 
-        One item PREMATURE and should be discussed after the first GST to identify 

lessons learned 
  
Co-facilitator on organization of session 

-        Parties want a start-to-finish vision of GST 
-        Building blocks are useful 
-        UNFCCC machinery can deliver the design of a process, flexible and robust 
 
 

------------------- 
 
Wed Nov 8 APA 6 - 2 hr meeting notes (Will Hackman, Georgetown University McCourt 
School of Public Policy)  
 
Text of stocktake was updated from feedback received yesterday and uploaded to website 
“Revised building blocks…” http://unfccc.int/bodies/apa/items/10159.php 
 
Was working on the text on screen while countries spoke. Established a table / framework for 
inputs.  
 
Information gathering and compilation / preparatory phase building blocks  

● G77 + China: wants process to move forward promptly.  
● Chair: Equity: this is an important conversation to have but via focused questions drafted 

by Richard and the Chair. They will consider and discuss more during next meeting.  
● Columbia: outcomes should include functional linkages between mitigation and 

adaptation. Progress should inform requirements regarding means for implementation. 
The outcomes should be endorsed by the CMA, should be in line with PA and long term 
goals. Need to recognize in a collective way efforts taken by parties. 

● Norway: defining the building blocks is something they want to get engage in. But need 
to simplify the list and take it step by step. Brought up section 4.9 “shall be informed” by 
global stocktake. Wants to enhance intl cooperation. Also 7.14 “shall recognize” 
adaptation efforts by countries and enhance them.  

● European Union: wants to have a non exhaustive list of inputs in 2021 that they can 
review.  

● United States: they agree that the output of the stocktake will be to inform the next round 
of NDCs. Happy to talk through the table but it's quite long and would like to limit the 
table. Would like to figure out the General governance, inputs, timing for inputs (started 
18 months ahead of time and delivered 6 months in advance of may intersessional in 
2023). Start out with a few simple bullets and go from there.  

● Saudi Arabia: global stocktake should not put any undue pressure on any party and 
outcomes should be agreed to by all. Agreed it needs to increase ambition.  
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● Australia: the text of the building blocks may predetermine outcomes. Seems to be a 
shared concern by a lot. Don't want to put any text on the table right now without 
thorough evaluation that can come back to hurt them down the line. Need to keep all 
options on the table and come to consensus on building blocks so that outcomes are 
very clear.  

● Brazil: likes the idea of including equity. But wants it to be very specific conversation and 
how to interpret in the frame of the global Stocktake.  

 
Technical consideration of inputs, take stock, assess collective progress and prepare reports 
and key messages/ technical phase.  

● Grenada: governance: thinks governance should be separated from other sections. 
Should be its own topic. They made this change.  

● Japan: governance: technical phase should be conducted under SBI technical contact 
group. Sees high level phase being conducted under presidency. Political phase should 
be under CMA. Lot of Agreement on these points.  

● Solomon Islands: When someone is drowning in 2028 we will shout. We will push. Some 
of us don't have a future. This is why how we deal with 2023 and ensuring everyone 
does their fair shares it's very important.  

● Next meeting they will discuss governance more, will update the draft working doc, 
incorporate elements from the submissions all countries will make.  
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